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(54) Title: THE BOTTLE

(57) Abstract: The bottle contains a neck with a thread and housing from the
upper, medial and inferior parts, from which one the upper is executed with re

lief surface asperities, and the cylindrical medial part is executed about a smaller
diameter than top and bottom, joint with a neck and bottom of a bottle, thus the
upper of a housing is executed by the way of first round-nose plot, conical plot
convergented to top, and second round-nose plot, and the bottom is executed by
the way of cylindrical plot and conical plot, conjugate with bottom, and the atti

tude of height of a bottle to the greatest body diameter is equal 2,4 + 0,2, and the
attitude of height of a bottle to height of a medial part of a housing is equal 2,25
+ 0,15, thus a surface of a upper of a housing environmental salients, is executed
rough with corrugation. The reliability of deduction of a bottle in arms is pro
vided, the strength enlarged, the maintenance of quality of a yield is provided,
and also its cost price is reduced.

Fig. 1



The bottle

Description

Field of the Invention

The useful model treats to bottles intended for a storage, transportation and sale of

juices, cooling drinks and other fluid yields.

Prior Art

The bottle containing a neck with an external thread and a housing, consisting from

upper, medial and inferior, parts representing axially symmetrical body is known, from

which one the upper is executed with relief surface asperities, and the cylindrical medial

part is executed about a smaller diameter than top and bottom part, joint with a neck and

bottom of a bottle, accordingly (RU, certificate Na 32466 on useful model, publ.

20.09.2003 - prototype).

Deficiencies of a sectional bottle are complexity of a configuration of top and

bottom parts of a housing incrementing cost price of an' item, inadequate strength and poor

functional fitness for heat exchange with a surrounding medium, the tagging-outs and

deduction of a bottle in arms.

Technical problem of useful model is the making effective and friend for usage of a

bottle and expansion of an arsenal of bottles.

The technical result providing the solution of a delivered problem is encompass

byed magnification of a net volume (i.e. relation volume / mass) due to usage

technologically and geometrically of favourable configuration, maintenance of reliability

of deduction of a bottle in arms without the appendix of a considerable effort, and also

pinch of strength both adaptability to manufacture and cost reduction.

Summary of the Invention

The substance of useful model is encompass byed volume, that the bottle contains a neck

with an external thread and housing consisting from upper, medial and inferior, parts

representing axially symmetrical body, from which one the upper is executed with relief

surface asperities, and the cylindrical medial part is executed about a smaller diameter,



than top and bottom part, joint with a neck and bottom of a bottle, accordingly, thus the

upper of a housing is executed by the way sequentially of conjugate first round-nose plot

posed on the part of a medial part, conical plot convergented to top, and second round-

nose plot posed on the part of a neck, and the bottom is executed by the way sequentially

of conjugate cylindrical plot posed on the part of a medial part, and conical plot

convergented to a bottom and conjugate with bottom, and the attitude of overall height

of a bottle to the greatest body diameter is equal 2,4±0,2, And the attitude of overall

height of a bottle to height of a medial part of a housing is equal 2,25±0,15, thus the

relief surface asperities of a upper of a housing distributed on a circle with gaps, and the

surface of a upper of a housing environmental salients, is executed rough with

corrugation.

Greatest diameter of a upper of a housing is preferential is peer to greatest diameter

of bottom, the neck is executed with an external thread, and the attitude of its diameter to

height is equal 2,5±0,15, in places of linking of a medial part of a housing with top and

bottom parts the flats are executed, and the bottom is executed concave. Thus the relief

surface asperities of a upper of a housing are executed in the shape, at least, three different

fruit, are for example executed in the shape of four different fruit and are disposed with an

angle pitch 60 °±5°.

Preferred embodiment

. On the constructed drawing Fig. 1 the general view of a bottle, on Fig.2 - scan of a

upper of a housing of a bottle is figured. . ,

The bottle contains a neck 1 with an external thread and housing consisting from

upper, medial and inferior, parts 2, 3, 4, accordingly, representing axially symmetrical

body. The upper 2 housings is executed with relief salients 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10 on a surface,

and the cylindrical medial part 3 is executed about a smaller diameter than top and bottom

part 2,4, joint with a neck 1 and bottom 11 bottles, accordingly. The upper 2 housings is

executed by the way sequentially of conjugate first round-nose plot posed on the part of a

medial part 3, conical plot convergented to top, and second round-nose plot (are not

indicated), posed on the part of a neck 1. The bottom 4 is executed by the way sequentially



of conjugate cylindrical plot posed on the part of a medial part 3, and conical plot (are not

indicated), convergented to a bottom and conjugate with bottom 11. The attitude of overall

height H of a bottle to greatest diameter D of a housing is equal 2,4±0,2, and the attitude of

overall height H of a bottle to height h of a medial part of a housing is equal 2,4±0,l 5. The"

relief salients 5 -10 on a surface of a upper 2 housings distributed on a circle with gaps,

and the surface of a upper 2, environmental salients 5-10, is executed rough with figured

corrugation creating mat (scattering light) a surface, scattering A light corrugation of a

surface of a part 2 housings small-sized, nonuniform under the shape of unevennesses:

little bit oblong dots and short of a rod.

Detailed Description of the Invention

Greatest diameter D of a upper 2 housings is peer to greatest diameter D of bottom 4,

the neck 1 is executed with an external thread, and the attitude of its diameter d to height

hi is equal 2,5±0,15. In places of linking of a medial part 3 with top and bottom parts 2,4

housings are executed flats (are not indicated), and the bottom 11 is executed concave.

Thus relief figured salients 5-10 on a surface of a upper 2 housings are executed in

the shape of four different fruit: an apple, paintbrush of a grapes two cherries, pear, the

paintbrushes of a grapes and two cherri-tree (or sweet cherry, stylized of the image which

one are identical). The relief images of fruit are executed with relief devices (salients) -

twigs (fruit stems), directional in the leg of a neck. The conventionalized image of a

paintbrush of a grapes is derivated by six bunched round salients of the smaller size, and it

twig is executed with leaflet. Twigs of each pair of cherries are figured joint among

themselves.

The relief salients 5-10, representing images of fruit, are posed on a circle with a

uniform angle pitch 60°±5° between lines transiting approximately through a middle (on

breadth) of each salient. Thus of distance between salients 5-10 already, than salients, that

precludes with hit of a salient of one bottle between salients of an adjacent bottle at

installation in container. Diameter Dl of a medial part 3 housings constitute of 0,98±0,02

greatest diameters D of a bottle.



In particular, in an example of performance of a bottle figured on fig.l, overall

height H of a bottle constitutes 130 mm, height h of a medial part of a housing is peer 58

mm, greatest diameter D of a bottle, i.e. diameter of top and bottom parts of a housing is

peer 53,8 mm, diameter D l of a medial part of a housing is peer 53 mm, diameter d l of a

neck is peer 37,15 mm, height h i of a neck is peer 14,45 mm. The flats are executed by

breadth 1,5 mm. In places of round-nose transitions (roundings) on Fig.l the directions of

radiuses R are exhibited.

The bottle is used as follows.

The drink is bottled in the production conditions providing given filling and

protection against a taint. The level of filling is in a upper 2 housings. The shape of

performance of all parts 2-4 housings of a bottle allows to supply an optimum relation of

the rate of flux of a material, net volume for a reception of a drink and strength of a bottle.

Immediately after filling a bottle are coppered by covers mounted on a thread on a neck 1

up to the terminator and, if necessary, together with contents expos to an annealing heat

treatment - pasteurization or sterilization. On a medial part 3 housings of a bottle can be

anchored a label (is not figured), containing the name and composition of a yield, item of

information on the manufacturer etc. information.

The finish products are guided on a depot, where is disposed in transportation

packing, in which one it is transported in commercial network.

The shape of a sectional bottle has no ring stress raisers and, as follows from the

theory of a strength of materials, is capable to maintain major loadings at a concussion, for

example, in installation process in container and transportation. Salients 5-10 on a upper 2

housings attach a bottle heightened strength in this part subject to exposures at a presence

in container. At a sectional relation of heights and diameters the cone angle (between

generator) upper 2 housings sharply diminished, that is guided on pinch of a hull strength.

The low and broad neck 1 also has heightened strength. The trials of a batch of bottles in a

mode of filling of container and handlings have shown considerable, about 6% downstroke

of chipping as contrasted to by previous batches executed similarly to the prototype.



Difference of diameters of medial, top and bottom parts 2-4 housings, relation of

their heights and shape of a upper 2 housings ensure formation of backlashes between

bottles at a storage and, thereby, sufficient heat exchange and air exchange around of each

bottle and between bottles in container. The relation of a net volume of a bottle and mass

of a material at a sectional configuration of a housing is optimum, i.e. close to greatest

possible.

The consumer has an opportunity to pour contents of a bottle in a restaurant ware

(glassful etc.) or to use it immediately from a bottle. In any case a configuration of a

housing of a bottle, relation of diameter and the heights executed according to sectional

useful model, ensure reliable deduction of a pitched bottle in arms with an effort,

accessible even to the child, as the fingers rested, in basic, on walls of a medial part 3

housings, diminished diameter does not allow which one by it slide from an outside

surface of a bottle.

Industrial Applications

The stated bottle can be serially made of a glass or plasty in requirements of a

commercial production with usage of available inventory with application of modern

production process of a press-blowing.

In result the bottle is created technologic and friend for usage and the arsenal of

bottles dilated.

Thus the reliability of deduction of a bottle in arms without the appendix of a

considerable effort is provided, the strength enlarged, are provided maintenance of quality

of a yield, and also, due to a geometrical simplicity of the shape of a housing, its cost price

is reduced.



Claims

1. The bottle containing a neck with an external thread and a housing, consisting

from upper, medial and inferior, parts representing axially symmetrical body, from which

one a upper is executed with relief surface asperities, and the cylindrical medial part is

executed about a smaller diameter, than top and bottom part, joint with a neck and bottom

of a bottle, accordingly, characterized in that, the upper of a housing is executed by the

way sequentially of conjugate first round-nose plot posed on the part of a medial part,

conical plot convergented to top, and second round-nose plot posed on the part of a neck,

and the bottom is executed by the way sequentially of conjugate cylindrical plot posed on

the part of a medial part, and conical plot convergented to a bottom and conjugate with

bottom, and the attitude of overall height of a bottle to the greatest body diameter is equal

2,4±0,2, And the attitude of overall height of a bottle to height of a medial part of a

housing is equal 2,25±0,15, thus the relief surface asperities of a upper of a housing

distributed on a circle with gaps, and the. surface of a upper of a housing environmental

salients, is executed with corrugation.

2. The bottle according to claim 1, characterized in that, greatest diameter of a upper

of a housing is peer to greatest diameter of bottom.

3. The bottle according to any of claims 1,2, characterized in that, a neck is executed

with an external thread, and the attitude of its diameter to height is equal 2,5±0,15.

4. The bottle according to any of claims 1,2, characterized in that, in places of

linking of a medial part with top and bottom parts of a housing the flats are executed, and

the bottom is executed concave.

5. The bottle according to any of claims 1,2, characterized in that, a relief surface

asperities of a upper of a housing are executed in the shape, at least, three different fruit.

6. The bottle according to any of claims l,2j characterized in that, and the relief

surface asperities of a upper of a housing are executed in the shape of four different fruit

and are disposed with an angle pitch 60 °±5°.
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